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We propose a multielectron model that takes into account in the zeroth approximation the 
independent band states and localized ionic states of CrZ+, Cr3+, and Cr4+. The exchange 
interaction and the hybridization of the band and localized states are perturbations. The 
quasiparticle spectrum and the density of the single-particle states are found, and the 
absorption spectrum is calculated. The absorption spectrum of thin CdCr2Se4 films was 
obtained experimentally up to - 3 eV, and its dependence on temperature and doping are 
investigated. The parameters of the model are determined from a comparison of the 
experimental and theoretical results. The theory explains also certain electric properties of 
weakly doped semiconductors. 

INTRODUCTION 

The electronic structure of the magnetic semiconduc- 
tors (MS) ACr2X4 (chalcogenide chromium spinels) has 
been debated for a long time. The existing different models of 
the energy structure are based on two fundamentally differ- 
ent viewpoints. 

On the one side are the band calculations, which have 
made it possible to determine the dispersion law and the 
density of states of the conduction band, the valence (mainly 
s- andp-type) band, and the d-band.1-3 Since these are essen- 
tially single-electron calculations, they do not take due ac- 
count of the strong intra-atom correlations of the d elec- 
trons. Thus, for example, a spin separation of the d-bands is 
necessary to explain the spins = 3/2 of the Cr3+ ion in theX 
method. Such an approach is apparently correct for the fer- 
romagnetic ground state at T = 0 K. In the paramagnetic 
phase, however, the bands should be spin-degenerate, since 
the Hamiltonian of the system is isotropic in the absence of 
an external field. The d-ion spin in the paraphase should 
therefore be zero, contradicting naturally Hund's rule,the 
Curie-Weiss law in the paramagnetic phase, and other ex- 
perimental data. Of course, at the present status of the band 
theory of magnetism it is possible to take into account strong 
correlations in the spirit of Hubbard's model, for example in 
the path-integration ~ c h e m e , ~  and such calculations were 
performed for 3d  metal^.^ No such calculations were made 
for magnetic semiconductors. 

On the other side we have models that take into account 
strong intra-atom correlations of d electrons even in the first 
step."" The first of them are purely empirical in nature and 
are inconsistent in the sense that energies E ( d  ") of multipar- 
ticle terms, e.g., of the ions Cr3+, Cr2+, and others, are lo- 
cated on the single-particle electron-energy scale of the con- 
duction bands (hereafter referred to as c-bands). In fact, 
only atomic resonances with energies 

= E ( d  " + I )  - E ( d  ") have a single-particle nature and 
can be set in correspondence with the band-electron ener- 
gies. Such resonances appear in natural fashion in multielec- 

tron solid-state theory when the Hubbard atomic operators 
are used. 

A more consistent model is that of the narrow-band MS 
(Ref. 9),  in which it is assumed that strong intra-atom s-d 
exchange interaction forms terms d " with spin S and cd " 
with spin Sf 1/2 (depending on the sign of the s-d ex- 
change integral J). These terms are interpreted in Ref. 9 as 
states of the Cr3+ and Cr2+ ions. In this approach, the elec- 
tron jumps between the atoms correspond to motion of the 
"incorrect" spin S f 1/2 against the background of the lat- 
tice of "correct" spins S. The ensuing band of quasiparticles 
(spinpolarons in the terminology of Refs. 9 and 12) has a 
many-particle character and is the consequence of the dis- 
persion of the level introduced above: 
R = E(CrZf ) - E(Cr3+).  This model has explained qual- 
itatively a number of physical properties of the considered 
MS. An important feature of the model of Ref. 9 is the d-like 
character of the quasiparticles of the narrow conduction 
band; thes andp electrons that form broad c-bands are disre- 
garded. This is possible if the c-bands lie substantially higher 
than the d-bands. At the same time, band calculations2 for 
CdCr2S4 and CdCr2Se4 have shown that s and p orbitals of 
nonmagnetic ions, as well as d orbitals of chromium, are 
present near the bottom of the conduction band. In addition, 
optical13-l5 and magneto-optical'"" measurement results, 
photoconductivity data,I9-22 and also photoemission spec- 
troscopy resultsz3 point to the presence of a number of singu- 
larities in the spectra. These singularities were interpreted as 
d-resonances due to participation of terms of the ground and 
excited states of the ions Cr2, Cr3+, Cr4+ (Refs. 24 and 25). 
These additional resonances, as well as the contributions of 
thes andp electrons near the bottom of the conduction band, 
were not taken into account in the model of Ref. 9. 

Another variant of a many-electron model of MS was 
proposed in Ref. 10, in which two terms 4A,(Cr3+) and 
3Tl (Cr2+ ) were considered besides the single-electron c and 
b states. Hybridization of the band c states with the atomic d 
resonance fl leads to splitting of the conduction band into 
two hybridized subbands which have, as in Ref. 9, a many- 
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FIG. 1. Energy structure of MS in the absence of c, b-d exchange and c,b- 
d hybridization. 

particle character. The calculation of the absorption spec- 
trum in that reference explained quantitatively the frequen- 
cy singularities of the absorption edges in CdCr2S4 and 
CdCr2Se4 and their temperature dependences. The theory 
and experiment, however, were not compared in detail. 

We propose in this paper a generalization of the model 
of Ref. 10, with account taken of the ground states of the ions 
Cr2+, Cr3+ and Cr4+, and also of the first excited state ofthe 
Cr2+ ion. The need for considering two states of Cr2+ is due 
to the proximity of the energies of the high-spin (S = 2)  and 
low-spin ( S  = 1 ) states of this ion. We obtain the spectrum 
of the quasiparticles and the density of the single-particle 
states, and calculate the optical-absorption spectrum at dif- 
ferent temperatures. The absorption spectra are obtained ex- 
perimentally for thin CdCr2Se4 films up to an energy - 3 eV, 
as functions of temperature and with a donor dopant. A de- 
tailed comparison of the calculation results and the experi- 
mental data yields all the parameters of the model. The the- 
ory explains also certain electric properties of weakly doped 
p- and n-type CdCr2Se4 semiconductors. 

1. HAMILTONIAN. ELECTRON SPECTRUM 

The compound CdCr2Se4 has a normal spinel structure. 
The nearest surrounding of the Cd and Cr cations are Se 
anions, the Cd and Cr cations being respectively in tetrahe- 
dral and octahedral positions. The outer shells of the atomic 
configurations are 5s2 (Cd), 4s23d (Cr),  4p4 (Se). When the 
atoms are joined in the crystal, all the s and p states of the 
cations and anions become hybridized and form wide bands; 
an empty conduction c-band and a filled valence b-band. The 
interaction between the band electrons is weak compared 
with the widths W, and Wb of the bands. 

The d electrons in chromium are mainly localized and 
make up the magnetic moment of the crystal. Their intre- 
atomic Coulomb interaction is large compared with the level 
widths. It is therefore convenient to describe the c and b 
electrons within the framework of the band approach, and 

the d electrons in the language of many-electron atomic con- 
figurations. The trivalent chromium ion in CdCr2Se4 has a 
3d electron configuration. Its three d electrons fill exactly 
one half of the lower-energy t,, shell, so that the ground state 
4A, of the Cr3+ ion is orbitally nondegenerate and corre- 
sponds to S = 3 /2 .  When the number of electrons in the d 
shell is changed, the ions Cr2+ (d  4, and Cr4+ (d  ') are pro- 
duced. The term energies ofthe ions Cr2+, Cr3+ and Cr4+ in 
CdCr2Se4 were calculated in Ref. 25, where the Racah coeffi- 
cients and the crystal-field strength were obtained from a 
comparison with magneto-optical measurement data. 

Figure 1 shows, in accordance with Ref. 25, the energy 
structure of CdCr2Se4 in the absence of interaction between 
the c, 6,  and d electrons. Besides the conduction and valence 
band, the figure shows three d-resonances: 

Q,=E=-Eo, Qs=Eo-E1, 
Q,=E3-Eo, 

where E, is the energy of the term 4A2(Cr3+), E l  the energy 
of the term 3TI (Cr4+), E2 and E3 are the energies of the low- 
spin and high-spin terms 3Tl and 'E of the Cr2+ ion. The 
higher-lying terms of the chromium ions will be neglected, 
since they have little effect on the energy structure in the 
considered energy interval - R, - OD.  The spectrum of the 
noninteracting band and atomic states is described by the 
Hamiltonian H,. The total Hamiltonian of the model is 

Here c,, and b,, are the Fermi annihilation operators for 
electrons with momentum k and spin projection a in the 
conduction and valence bands; 6, (k)  = E, (k )  -p and 
gb (k )  = E,  (k )  - p are the energies of these electrons, reck- 
oned from the chemical potential p ;  X Pq = 1 fp) (fql are the 
Hubbard operators26 that describe the transition of the chro- 
mium ion of the lattice site f from a localized state Jq) into a 
state I p);  Sf is the d-ion spin operator; a,, and a,, are the 
spin operators of the c and b electrons; J, and J ,  are the 
exchange-interaction constants of the atomic and corre- 
sponding band electrons; 

at0 = z(p 1 an1 g)xtPg 
PP 

is the d-electron annihilation operator in the representation 
of the operator H,; V, and V ,  are the c-d and b-d electron 
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hybridization parameters. 
The first two terms of (3)  describe, just as in the s-d 

model, exchange interaction of atomic electrons with con- 
duction- and valence-band electrons. The third and fourth 
terms in (3) correspond to hybridization of the band and 
atomic state in the sense of Anderson's periodic model. They 
describe the mixing of the band and atomic states that enter 
in H,, since the latter are not eigenstate of the entire crystal. 
There are many hybridization mechanisms both single-par- 
ticle (matrix elements (clH Id ) )  and multiparticle (ele- 
ments of type (cd lH Idd ) ). These mechanisms as well as 
their consequences were considered in detail in Refs. 27-29. 
Recall that for the band structure the main consequence of 
hybridization is the smearing of the a-like peaks in the vicin- 
ity of the d-electron states in narrow bands. We do not take 
into account here the obvious symmetry of the wave func- 
tions of the c and b electrons, and do not calculate the matrix 
elements Jc , Jb and Vc,  Vb . They are phenomenological pa- 
rameters and will be determined by comparison with experi- 
ment. 

The level E, for the 4A2 is fourfold spin-degenerate in 
the paramagnetic phase, and the indices i = 1-4 number the 
states of the Cr3+ ion: 

12>=IVZ; 'I,>, 13>13/z; -'I,), 14>1V1,; - V 2 ) .  

For Cr4+, the level El (3Tl )  is triply spin-dengenerate: 

For the isospin state ( T I ,  level E,) of the Cr3+ ion we have 
similarly 

and for the high-spin state ('E, level E,), 

We shall assume these 15 states to constitute the complete 
set of atomic states: 

15 

.:{=I. 
i - 1  

(4)  

Any single-site operator Q, is 26 

and in particular, the connection between the spin operators 
and the Hubbard operators is determined by the formulas 

Equations (5 )  conserve exactly the spin commutation rela- 

tions. The single-particle operator d, is expressed in similar 
fashion: 

The operators d, in the representation (6)  are quasi-Fermi 
operators, since no account was taken of the higher excited 
states of the chromium ions. The operators Pfu, a, and yfu 
are respectively the d-electron annihilation operators in the 
states 4A2 (transition 4A2-+3TI (Cr4+)  ), 
3T, (3TI (Cr2.$-)-+4A2), 5E(5E(Cr2+)-+4~,). 

Their Fourier transforms are 

To determine the electron spectrum, we search for the 
matrix Green's functions3' 

Grac ( E )  =((xrol xka+))E, Gk:(E) =(hkalhku+))k, 

where 

xko+= (ck0+, ak.+l)l=, yro+lIK,"), hr,+= (bra+, i3ra+/l'K,"). 

(8  
We introduce the notation 

Using (4)  and (6) we obtain 

Kau='/3 (3/2-q (01  (S z>  ) , Ks"='IS ('/2+q ( 0 )  W)), 

K,"='l, (5/z+q (0 )  (Sr)) . (10) 
In standard fashion we obtain in the Hartree-Fock approxi- 
mation 

The poles of the Green's functions G ;, ( E )  ( 1 1 ) deter- 
mine six branches of the conduction electron spectrum: 
E ' ( k , ~ ) ,  i = 1-3. The unrenormalized spectrum shown in 
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Fig. 1 is split into three subbands ias a result of hybridization 
of the c-states with the atomic states corresponding to the 
levels fl, and fly. Spin degeneracy takes place in the para- 
magnetic phase and is lifted in the ferromagnetic region of 
temperatures as a result of the c-d hybridization itself and of 
the c-d exchange. The temperature dependence of the spec- 
trum is determined by the values of the magnetization: (Sz), 
(o',), and (a",), and to find them we must either add to the 
Hamiltonian ( 1 ) a Heisenberg-type term with an effective 
integral J,, due to various indirect-exchange mechanisms, 
or else use the experimental dependence of the magnetiza- 
tion on the temperature. For a proper MS we have (6) 
= (a", ) = 0. Since the dispersion equation is determined by 

a 3 X 3 determinant, there is no simple analytic expression 
for the conduction-electron spectrum, which muslbe calcu- 
lated by a numerical method. The (2 X 2) matrix G i, deter- 
mines the valence-band electron spectrum in the form 

E* (k, 0) ='Is [ g b  (k, 0) + g ~ a ]  * ' h a 1  

v d - ' l & [ g *  (k, U) - ~ p a ] z + K ~ " V ~ 2 .  (12) 

The valence band consists of two hybridized subbands, 
which are also spin-split in the ferromagnetic phase and are 
degenerate in the paraphase. The splitting is determined by 
the magnetization (Sz(  T) ). 

2. DENSITY OF STATES 

Knowing the Green's functions G ',, (E) and G i, (E) , 
we can find the densities Nc (E) and Nb (E) of the electronic 
states in the conduction and valence bands: 

1 
Na(E) = , zg: (k) 6 (E-Ei (k, o) ), 

where the subscript i takes on five values in accordance with 
the number of E '(k,u) bands. Assume that the unperturbed 
dispersion law for the c and b electrons is of the form 

where E i is the width of the unrenormalized gap of the MS 
(see Fig. 1 ). Changing in ( 13) to integration with respect to 
E = ybk with a density No(&) of the unrenormalized valence- 
band states, we obtain 

where we have for the function gf, ( E , )  of the degeneracy 
degree of the level of energy E 

ga+(6.) = V ' ( E ~ ) + K ~ ~ U '  (8 , )  , go-(&,) =u2 ( 8 , )  +KeO$ ( E , ) ,  

eo=-'/2E2-i/zlbq ( o )  ( S t > - E + K B " V ~ /  (E-ge.) . 
Let us discuss qualitatively the difference between the 

single-particle density of states in the one- and many-elec- 

tron approaches. We know that in the band theory the influ- 
ence of the magnetic order reduces to a separation of the 
bands. In our theory, the variation of the density of state 
( 15) with temperature is shown in the lower part of Fig. 2. It 
can be seen that the amplitudes of the x-peaks vary without 
changing the d-state energy. The level shifts R, are made 
possible by the Heisenberg exchange, but they are of the or- 
der of the Curie temperature T, and are much smaller than 
the exchange integrals Jc and Jb which describe the shifts of 
the c and b bands. 

The zero density of d-states with down-spin at T = 0 K 
is due to the fact that the factor K h  ( T =  0 K )  = 0. This 
means physically that in a fully ordered phase transitions 
between the terms 4A,(Cr3+ with Sz= 3/2 and 3T1 (Cr4+ 
with Sz = 1 ) are possible only for d l  electrons with up-spin 
and are impossible for down-spins. We note that the exis- 
tence of localized peaks that are immobile when the tem- 
perature changes is observed not only in the considered MS, 
but also in a number of rare-earth metals, such as gadolin- 
i ~ m . ~ '  We can similarly calculate the density of states for the 
conduction electrons, but shall not present the analytic ex- 
pressions here, since they were obtained only by numerical 
means. If hybridization with only one term of Cr2+ were to 
be considered, the spectrum could be calculated analytically 
and an equation of the form ( 15) would be obtained for the 
density of states. 

The present model contains a large number of unknown 
parameters: E i ,  R,, Rp, R,, Jb ,  Jc ,  Vb, V,, as well as the 
widths Wc and Wb [Eq. ( 14) ] of the unrenormalized bands. 
These parameters can be calculated in principle, for exam- 
ple, in the Hartree-Fock approximation. Whereas, however, 
the eigenvalues (energies) are calculated quite satisfactorily 
in modern band theory, the interaction matrix elements are 
much harder to calculate. The computations on the whole 
are very laborious and their reliability is uncertain. We used 
therefore a different method, that of obtaining the param- 
eters from experiment. It might seem at first glance that any 
experimental curve can be described by ten parameters, so 
that the problem of determining the parameters from experi- 
ment yields many different parameter sets. Actually, we can 
describe one experimental curve at a given temperature by 
several methods, but then, by varying the temperature in a 
wide range without changing the parameters, we compare 
the calculation with experiment at different temperatures. 
Most parameter sets are exclu$ed thereby and only a few 
remain. It was found in addition that the parameters can be 
grouped into essential and inessential, in the sense that small 
changes of the essential ones influence strongly the electron 
spectrum and the density of states. In our case the essential 
parameters are E i, R,, CtB, Jb , J,, Vc . The remaining pa- 
rameters are inessential in the sense that a small change of 
such a parameter has little effect on the calculation results. 
The values obtained for the essential parameters are there- 
fore more accurate ( - 0.1 eV) and those of the inessential 
less accurate. 

Figure 2 shows plots of the density of states of 
CdCr,Se4, obtained by us at various temperatures after de- 
termining the model parameters from optical and magneto- 
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FIG. 2. Density of states of CdCr,Se,, calculated from Eq. ( 13). Curves 1 
and 2 correspond to temperatures 300 and 4 K. 

optical data. For clarity, the heights of all peaks correspond- 
ing to the d states have been decreased by a factor of ten. The 
energy origin, as in Fig. 1 is the middle of the unrenorma- 
lized gap E z. The peak at - 1.7 eV corresponds to the reso- 
nance R p  , and the peaks at 0.6 and 1.1 eV correspond respec- 
tively to resonances R ,  and R,. The resonance Qg lies f i p  
= - E :/2 - 0, ~ 0 . 9  eV lower than the top of the valence 

band in the paraphase, at a height of the order of f ig  
= 1.45 0.3 eV obtained from experiments on x-ray pho- 
toemission, and of the order of f ig  = 0.4 eV obtained from 
band calculations2 for spin-up d states ( d ,  states in the nota- 
tion of Ref. 2) .  Recognizing that the theory parameters 
themselves were obtained by comparison with other experi- 
ments with nonzero errors, we estimate the error in the de- 
termination of the parameters E and R p  at approximately 
0.1 eV. The agreement between our calculation and the data 
of Ref. 23 can then be regarded as satisfactory. The contribu- 
tion, contained in the band picture,' of d ,  states with spin 
down ( 1 eV lower than the valence-band top) correspond in 
our model to a resonance with participation of an excited 
state of Cr4+ and lies even lower in the valence band. As 
already mentioned, we disregard such states here. 

The following features of the density of states of the 
conduction electrons are noteworthy. First, c-d hybridiza- 
tion causes a narrow band Q,  (E) to be split off. The exis- 
tence of such a band was proposed in the narrow-band mod- 
el9; in our model this band contains hybridized c-d states, 
and the contribution of the c states on the bottom of the band 
increases with decreasing temperature. 

Second, the temperature dependence of the width of the 
narrow band R ,  (E)  is due both to c-d exchange and to c-d 
hybridization on account of the factor K; (T)  in (9) .  Since 
K #O, the density of the d states of the Q; ( E )  subbands 
does not vanish (in contrast to the RE (E) band) at any tem- 
perature. Physically this means that two Q,  resonances are 
possible for the high-spin Cr2+ 

The temperature dependence of the R ,  ( E )  band is similar to 
that considered above for the R p  (E)  band. At T = 0, only 

the density of states differs from zero, since only one reso- 
nance is possible for the low-spin Cr2+: 

1'12; 3/a>+db* 1 I ;  1). 
In the band calculations' there is a narrow band d ,', (E )  of 
width -0.5 eV near the bottom of the conduction band, 
corresponding to our R:(E) band. At the same time, for 
down spin the density of states of Ref. 2 differs greatly from 
ours: the bands d b and d changed places, and the separa- 
tion was d - d : z 3 eV, whereas in our case the resonances 
Q ,  and Q,  can be separated only by - Tc. As we have noted 
above, these large spin splittings of the d bands are the short- 
coming of the band calculations. 

3. ABSORPTION SPECTRA: THEORY AND EXPERIMENT 

The interaction of light with matter is described in the 
dipole approximation by the Hamiltonian 

E d i j o i j o  (k) ( ik.+j~. - jk.+iko) ,  i=c,  a. 7 ,  H,  =- - e-im' 
Int 

0 koil 

i= b, 8, ~ i j "  (k) = E i  (k) -&(k). (16) 

The light-absorption coefficient is calculated in standard 
fashion with the aid of two-time Green's functions.32 For 
each spin projection, the absorption can be due to transitions 
from two valence bands into all three bands of the conduc- 
tion electrons. Therefore the absorption coefficient is of the 
form 

~ n i  (k, U) =)i-' [EA (k, U) -E' (k, U)  1, 
where FLi (k) is the oscillator strength of the quantum tran- 
sition between the bands, and is determined from the known 
band structure by a numerical method; m* = m,m,/(m, 
+ m,). 

The calculation of the absorption spectrum at different 
values of the model parameters and temperatures was com- 
pared with experiments on light absorption in thin CdCr,Se4 
films. The absence of skin effect in the films made it possible 
to advance to frequencies corresponding to - 3 eV and ob- 
serve new singularities of the spectrum besides the known 
singularities at the absorption edge. One can distinguish on 
the experimental curve of Fig. 3 three singularities: A-at a 
frequency 1.1-1.4 eV, which splits at T <  Tc on the optical 
absorption edge E,, and a higher-energy singularity E,, (see 
Fig. 6 ) .  Both singularities, E,, and E,, , undergo a red shift 
with decreasing temperature. The second singularity (B) at - 1.7 eV experiences a deep shift in the magnetically-or- 
dered phase, while the third, C, has at 2.2 eV a peak that 
varies in amplitude but whose frequency is practically inde- 
pendent of temperature. 

The crucial factor in the comparison of the calculations 
with experiment is the tie-in of the B-peak to the transition 
between the subbands RI,  (E)  and R ,  (E )  , which specifies 
the difference Q,  - R p  . The appearance of the B peak can in 
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K, rel, units 

fw, eV 

FIG. 3. Absorption spectrum in CdCr,Se,. Curves (theory): 1 4  K, 2- 
78 K, 3-300 K; points (experiment): A-78 K, 0-300 K. 

principle be attributed to the "parallelism" of the gc (k )  and 
6, ( k )  dispersion laws on some quasimomentum interval of 
the Brillouin zone. Such a band mechanism in an MS should 
lead, however, to a strong temperature dependence of the B- 
peak frequency, something not observed in experiment. An- 
other important factor is the location of the R, level relative 
to the bottom of the c-band. If this level were located deep in 
the c-band, doping with n-type impurities would not influ- 
ence the amplitude of the B peak. Figure 4 shows the data 
obtained by us, for CdCr,Se, films, on how doping with indi- 
um affects the absorption spectrum in the vicinity of the B- 
peak. The strong decrease of the amplitude indicates that the 
R, level lies near the bottom of the c-band. It was shown in 
Ref. 10 that, depending on the signs of Jc and J,, four differ- 
ent density-of-states schemes are possible. Analysis of all 
four cases has shown that the general form of the absorption 
curve and its temperature dependence can be satisfactorily 
explained only for J,  > 0 and J, > 0. By variation, we ob- 
tained the following parameter values (in eV) : 

E i ~ 1 . 6 ,  W0=4, W b = 3 ,  Qa=f.l, Q5=-f.65, 
QT=0.6, J b = O . 3 5 ,  1,=0.6, V,=0.2, V b = O .  

Figure 3 shows also the calculated absorption spectrum for 
different temperatures and for the parameters indicated 
above. We used the following values of the dipole matrix 
elements: 

The aforementioned experimental singularities of the spec- 
trum result from the following optical transitions: the ab- 
sorption edge Eg, at T >  Tc- from the top of the valence 
band ( b  state) to hybridized c and d states of the R,(E) 
band with matrix elements d,, and d,,, while at T <  Tc- 
mainly into d states of the R, (El  band with matrix element 
d,,; the Eg2 singularity at T <  T,- from the top of the va- 
lence band into the c states of the R, (E) band with matrix 
element d,; the B singularity-from the top of the valence 
band to the c states of the R, ( E )  band; and the C peak- 

FIG. 4. Effect of doping on the amplitude of the B-peak at T = 35 K: 1- 
CdCr,Se4, 2-CdCr,Se4 (0.5% In). 

from the d states of the f l p  (El  band to the c states of the 
R, (El  band with matrix element dB,. Whereas the absorp- 
tion edge E,, is formed by transitions from the top of the 
valence band with spin down into the subband, spin-up tran- 
sitions b '-+Ri form the singularity Eg2 observed in experi- 
ment.I3 It is interesting that the optical gap (the transparen- 
cy region) exceeds in this case the temperature gap by 
approximately 0.3 eV ( T  = 0) .  

Figure 5 shows the calculated temperature depen- 
dences of the absorption edge Eg, and of the singularity E,, , 
which agree well with the data of Ref. 33 for E,, (T)  and of 
Ref. 13 for Eg2 (TI. The red shift of the Eg, edge is due main- 
ly to motion of the top of the valence band with down spin. 
The red shift of Eg, is of more complicated nature, since the 
top of the valence band with up spin moves down (in energy) 
together with the bottom of the 0; subband, but the rates of 
these shifts have different functional dependences on the 
temperature. We used in the calculations an elliptic density 
of states for the unrenormalized c- and 6-bands: 

L L l L L  
It'0 I00 zoo 

T, K 

FIG. 5. Temperature dependences of the optical-absorption edge 
E,, (1 ,0 ) ,  of the E,, singularity (2 ,0 ) ,  and of the magnetic part of the 
activatiod energy ( A ) . Curves-theory ( 1-0 = 1; 2-0 = f ); points- 
experiment: 0-Ref. 33, C R e f .  13. 
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K, rel. un. 

FIG. 6. Schematic dispersion law for the unrenormalized level 0, (a)  and 
the corresponding frequency dependence of the optical-absorption edge 
(b): 1, 2, 3-theory, p~ints-experiment'~ at temperatures 4.2 ( A  ), 78 
(a). 

This density of states describes correctly the singularities on 
the band edges, but does not contain Van Hove singularities 
in the interior of the band. One might expect the latter to 
produce their own peaks in the absorption spectrum in 
band-band transitions. However, a calculation at another 
density of states, that has singularities both on the edge and 
in the interior of the band (see Fig. 13 of Ref. 34) did not 
lead to significant changes in the absorption spectrum. The 
reason is that for all the discussed characteristic points of the 
spectrum only the B singularity is connected with band- 
band transitions, namely from the top of the b-band to the 
bottom of the c-band. In this case only the band-edge singu- 
larities accounted for in ( 1 8 )  are of importance. 

Nonetheless, the calculated spectrum of Fig. 3 has no 
peak at the very edge E,, of the optical absorption. In our 
opinion, this can be due either to the presence of a heavy-hole 
subband in the valence band, or to the fact that the edge is 
formed by transitions predominantly into the d states of the 
a,, (E)  band. The form of the edge can therefore be very 
sensitive to weak dispersion of the unrenormalized a, level, 
a dispersion due not only to hybridization but also to d-d 
hops between atoms. Figure 6 shows by way of example the 
schematic dispersion law of narrow ( k )  subband (width 
0.06 eV, V, = 0 )  and the corresponding form of the absorp- 
tion edge. 

The band structure of CdCr,Se, and its connection with 
the optical properties was discussed in the three-band mod- 
el" within the framework of the one-electron strong-cou- 
pling method. A number of qualitative results of our model 
agree with those of Ref. 35: narrow d-bands located below 
the bottom of a wide conduction band and in the interior of 
the valence band; the negative sign of the effective mass of 
the d band in the vicinity of the point T. At the same time, 
some details do not agree, such as the nature of the red shift. 
The parameter of the one-particle one-site s-d hybridization 
(sl Very,, Id) in Ref. 35 is zero. Our phenomenological pa- 
rameter V,  is determined by all the hybridization mecha- 
nisms and need not coincide with the matrix element 
(sl Very,, Id ). TWO specific mechanisms were proposed in 

Ref. 35 for the appearance of nonzero c-d hybridization, 
viz., allowance for the trigonal component of the crystal field 
and the contribution of thep states to the wave functions of 
the c electrons. 

4. DISCUSSION OF ELECTRIC PROPERTIES 

The parameters J, and J ,  can be determined not only 
from optical measurements, but also by comparison with the 
magnetic part of the activation energy AE, ( T )  of doped n- 
and p-type CdCr,Se,. For the p-type semiconductor, 
AE, ( T )  was determined in Ref. 36 under the assumption 
that the acceptor level E ,  does not move when the tempera- 
ture is changed. We denote the energy of the top of the va- 
lence band with down spin at a given temperature by E,  ( T ) ;  
the magnetic part is then 

AE. (T) = e b  (T) -eb (300 I C )  . 
Obviously, in our energy-structure variant the sum 

does not depend on temperature. In Fig. 5 above, the trian- 
gles mark the values of A ( T ) ,  which were calculated from 
the data of Ref. 33 for E,, ( T )  and of Ref. 36 for AEo ( TI. It 
turned out that A = 1.42 + 0.01 5 eV for all T. The constan- 
cy of A is an independent confirmation of the fact that the 
shift of the absorption edge is due to the shift of the top of the 
valence band. The parameter IJ, ( is determined from the 
magnetic part of the activation energy and from the known 
valence-band spectrum ( 17). This yields IJ, I = 0.36 eV, in 
good agreement with the optically obtained value cited 
above. We can similarly use the data for n-doping. Figure 7 
shows the calculated energies EL ( T )  , E: ( T )  of the bottom of 
the conduction band and the measured36 magnetic part of 
the Cd, -,In, Cr,Se, activation energy. Assuming again 
that the donor level E~ does not shift with change of tempera- 
ture, we get 

AE,(T) -eCt  (300 K) -eCt  (T). 

FIG. 7. Shift of the bottom of the conduction band E:. Curves 1 (u = t ) 
and 2 (u = I ) are theoretical, and the points experimental.'" 
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The exchange integral I Jc I = 0.63 eV obtained from the acti- 
vation energy agrees well with the value Jc = 0.6 obtained 
from optical measurements. 

We emphasize that the temperature dependence of the 
bottom of the R, ( E )  band is connected with the hybridized 
c states. Since the contribution of the c states is largest at 
T = 0 K and is decreased by heating, it follows from our 
model that the mobility of the carriers in n-type semiconduc- 
tors should decrease in the magnetically ordered phase with 
increasing T. 

CONCLUSION 

The proposed multielectron model differs qualitatively 
from the one-electron variants of the energy ~tructurel-~ and 
contains, as particular cases, elements of similar many elec- 
tron  model^.^.'^ The agreement between the parameters ob- 
tained from the optical properties and from the conduction- 
activation energy raises hopes that the model can describe 
also other physical properties determined by the singulari- 
ties of the energy spectrum. Our model can be quite readily 
extended to other magnetic semiconductors, such as chalco- 
genide chromium spinels. Thus, the principal changes of the 
model for CdCr2Se, consist apparently of inversion of the 
high- and low-spin terms of Cr2+ and also of an increase of 
the band gap E 

The authors thank E. V. Kuz'min for a discussion of the 
results. 
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